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Things Happen when you are in your place of Assignment

Exo 17v12

But Moses' hands were heavy;& they took a stone,& put it under him,& he sat

thereon;& Aaron & Hur stayed up his hands,d one on d one side,& d other on d

other side;& his hands were steady until d goin down of d sun

2.

They each located their places of assignments.

*Joshua* was at the valley fighting.

*Moses* on the mountain praying.

*Aaron* and *Hur* lifting Moses' hands. One on the left and the other, on the right.

3.

Judges 7:21 KJV*

And they stood every man in his place round about the camp: and all the host ran, and cried, and fled.

They were where God wanted and the enemy fled.

There is a right place to be.

There is a right place to cast your net.

There is a right place to invest.

4.

There is a right place to plant and be planted.

Life however, becomes miserable when we invest our speed in the wrong direction. It takes one further away from fulfilment.

Speed therefore, becomes meaningless doing the wrong thing.

5. 

Some are persistent in things God has not commissioned. 
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Many persist in things God has not blessed 

 

Brethren, It is fruitless to invest in what God has left. 

In this New Year, pray, 

I will locate my right place, my place of assignment.

6.

I will not work in another's vineyard living mine unattended to.

*V12* said, "and Aaron and Hur stayed up his hands, the one on the one side, and the other on the other side; and his

hands were steady until the going down of the sun.

7.

God will position men and women with lots of weight to "steady" your hands. (1 Samuel 9:6 MSG...There's a holy man in this

town. He carries a lot of weight around here. )

Anytime your hands are going down.

Anytime you don't know what to do.

Anytime your finances are down.
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